Biblical skills for addressing Covid & more
Whatever the situation from cancer to covid the Bible has given us principals which are
enlightening, scientific and allow us to make wise decisions such as Daniel and his friends
(Daniel 1:4) who were skilful in all wisdom, and cunning in knowledge, and understanding
science.

At the inception of sin, the saviour provided a physical way to deal with physical problems
that sin created- that is death and disease. The mind became diseased through a fractured
nature symbolised by the tree of good and evil. The Bible tells us that ‘man’ picked the fruit
from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil rather than the tree of life which
represents Christ. And for this reason, ‘man’s’ thoughts and feelings are at war against our
very own being, (Romans 7) that continues to result in disease, death and the degeneration
of the race. This is the root of human woe for which psychologists and others search in vain
to answer and treat, for they fail to identify the nature of humanity and link it to disease.

Sister White states ‘Sickness of the mind prevails everywhere. Nine tenths of the diseases
from which men suffer have their foundation here.’ {5T 443.4} The solution is the gospel: ‘In
nine cases out of ten the knowledge of a sin-pardoning Saviour would make them better
both in mind and body.’ {5T 448.2}

God’s way of dealing with the death and decay of the physical world we see in action as a
life cycle (Genesis 2:7) ‘The LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul’.

Because of the nature that man acquired when he ate the fruit of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil (Genesis 3:22,23) God drove the man and woman from the garden of Eden
and the tree of life so that he would not live forever. (Genesis 3:19) ‘For dust thou art, and
unto dust shalt thou return’.

The cycle of life is God’s way of dealing with the physical effects of sin. Prior to the creation
of man on the 6th day God had made an environment teaming with life in the soil made up
of minerals, oxygen, water and the microbiome that was to become part of his own being.
‘The microbiome is the collection of all microbes, such as bacteria, fungi, viruses, and their

genes.’ The soil must be alive and in balance to give life to the tree, the fruit of which feeds
you and me. The environmental conditions must be right. So, we too have a delicate internal
balance to maintain life.

In this modern era man has caused chemical imbalances in the soil and environment that
has contaminated the planet. Pesticides, chemicals from fertilizers and heavy metals have
entered the food chain and bioaccumulated changing the populations and the behaviour of

species. This is carcinogenic to humans causing a rapid rise in cancers throughout the world.
Cancer is the real pandemic of our present age. Yet despite acknowledging the cause people
allow themselves to undergo chemotherapy and radiation which is in itself toxic, for a
toxicity problem. We need to ‘reason from cause to effect.’ {MM 296.7}

Take a closer look at the illustration – the cycle of life.

We are formed from the elements of the earth as described in Genesis and through the
medium of the plant and clean environmental factors we are replenished and life is
sustained. If there is an imbalance caused by poor internal hygiene, lack of nutritional food
or poor lifestyle practices this causes a microbiome imbalance in which fungal forms and
disease carrying bacteria take over as opportunistic, cleaning the environment and us up, as
we are ploughed back into the ground- ‘dust to dust and ashes to ashes’. God’s natural life
sustainer (the microbiome) can also become our environmental cleaners. Death will
eventually happen to all, as all have tasted of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil but
we are given ways of preventing premature disease, to be happy and disease free. (Exodus

15:26) God makes that which is complex so simple that a child could even understand the
basis for life. It reminds me of William Tyndale’s words to a clergyman: ‘I will cause a boy
that driveth the plow shall know more of the Scripture than thou dost.’ This is the primitive
godliness, a science that we as SDAs are to follow with a Biblical basis.

In Leviticus we are given instructions on clean and unclean animals (leviticus11) and to sum
it up we are told not to eat scavengers. My cat is designed
to eat a rat but this is something we are not designed to eat
and increases the chances of disease as we take the
microbes of a scavenger into our system. Further
instructions are given not to have the blood and the fat which leaves us kosher (Lev 17:14.)
Inspiration confirms ‘cancers, tumors, and pulmonary diseases are largely caused by meat
eating.’ {9T 159.2} When it comes to the eradication of disease the number one factor is
hygiene!

It is unfortunate that medical superstition has allowed people to believe that good health is
mass inoculation and medicated- such is impossible and naïve and ignores the fundamental
definition for good health and disease: microbes morph themselves or are opportunistic
according to the environment in which they find themselves. This is pertinent to our gut
flora and immune response. We are told by inspiration and its foundation is the Bible that
the body is a ‘delicate machinery’ that works off natural laws and those laws have been
given to the SDAs as a people to be a light unto the world. Those environmental factors
working with natural laws, together with the gospel determine our microbiome which
determine our health. It should also tell us that gene therapy is not the answer for it does
not address the cause of disease.

The body machinery works off laws. Such laws are evident in physics, flight, electricity etc.
Health laws pertain to things such as rest patterns, abstaining from free oils where possible,
inhaling fresh air in well ventilated rooms etc. ‘The patient will do better and will recover
sooner when deprived of food than when deprived of fresh air.’ {RH, December 5, 1899 par.
3} Much of this that appears common sense has been lacking in hospitals, nursing homes
and mask laws during the pandemic. The ideal result for optimum health is an internally
clean, oxygen and nutrient-rich system. (Leviticus 17:14) ‘The life of the flesh is in the
blood’- quality of our blood and blood flow determine our self-healing.

To one side of the ditch, we have occult practices that promote energy flow and to the other
side ‘cold orthodoxy’ which causes side effects and chemical imbalances through ‘drugging’.
What I find is at both ends of the spectrum SDA medical practitioners (that is the majority)
are not practicing the healing art in its singularity; of which there is only one way that
Heaven approves. {5T 443.1} That one way is the ‘Will of God’ which is given the blessing
and power of His Holy Spirit with supernatural results, enabling the healing of every organ
of the body, to carry forward the gospel accompanying the three angels’ messages. {MM
12.2}

As we consider the microbiome in relation to internal hygiene, we can determine whether
drugs and inoculations are safe to use. However, if we miss the point, we have this
straightforward message: ‘Drugging should be forever abandoned; for while it does not
cure any malady, it enfeebles the system, making it more susceptible to disease.’ {5T
311.1} We should as advised know the place of herbs in rational therapy and understand
what rational therapy means. {PH144 8.2}

We are told by leadership and government health authorities, the benefits of ‘vaccination’
out way the risks of death, neurological and vascular side effects as stated in 2020 by the
FDA/CDC before the vaccine rollout. (See the image below or use this link
https://www.fda.gov/media/143557/download) Even if one person should die ‘that
physician who depends upon drug medication in his practise shows that he does not
understand the delicate machinery of the human organism.’ {HL 264.4} And God will hold
us accountable. ‘It will not do for him to run any risk in experimenting on human life, lest
he be guilty of murder and this be written against him in the books of heaven.’ {MM
139.4} Most do not understand the delicate machinery of the human organism or else they
would not introduce into the system a ‘seed’ crop that will ‘never lose its destroying
properties throughout the life of the patient.

I tell you this because I dare not withhold it. Christ paid too much for man's redemption to
have his body so ruthlessly treated as it has been by drug medication.’ {2SM 283.6}
Thousands worldwide are suffering the side effects of gene therapy at this very time.
The ‘seed’ remains until a venerable point which is opportunistic for another disease to
arise. Most people will never realise where the disease is really coming from and it creates
another cycle of opportunity for big pharma.

Remember the trees in Eden? From which tree are we choosing to pluck the fruit?

Does that which enters the system ever leave the system? No. It remains in the system as a
‘seed’. The idea of introducing disease to elite an immune response is flawed. When the
immune system is compromised the disease returns but has changed form and location.
After being infected by chickenpox the disease can return to present itself as shingles or

Bell’s palsy for example. Chickenpox is a very appropriate example as the herpes infection
(chicken pox) is linked to COVID-19 ‘vaccine’, with an increased risk among people with
autoimmune inflammatory rheumatic diseases. The body has several lines of defence against

attack. When the last body defence has been broken in which the person is infected by disease this
becomes part of the DNA thus a weak chain remains in the system rather than strengthening
immunity. Whatever enters the system can permanently remain, potentially weakening the system
and causing further disease or lead to another disease. This stands in stark contrast to the concept
of compromising the system to elicit an immune response.

How a drug works
Moderna recognises mRNA gene therapy, as a new class of drug at the forefront of the 4 th
industrial revolution.

Many do not understand how a drug functions. People think that because they experienced
no immediate harmful side effect it is safe-‘I’m ok’. A drug affects different people in
different ways and at different times; some long after the fact. mRNA ‘vaccines’ have a
more potent potential, because it sends the message directly to inside the body cell.
Here is an example of how a drug reacts between individuals. Metformin standard drug
treatment for diabetes is known to cause GI problem for some and others permanent
vitamin B12 depletion leading to peripheral neuropathy perhaps 5 years and on after

starting the medication and there is a long list of other possible side effects when the cause
of the disease is often dietary fats and oils.
Let’s also note that antibiotics are well known to breed resistance in bacteria, just as
vaccines can incite changes that enable disease to escape control as the microbiome change
the form and location of the disease or causes variants.

Viruses understood by the cycle of life
As scientists study deeper into this subject of the microbiome the line blurs between a virus
and extracellular vessels (EVs) becoming almost indistinguishable. Extracellular vessels/
viruses are being exploited for vaccine technology. EVs are important in cell-to-cell
communication as well as pathogen-to-pathogen communication, promoting inflammation
in the host or protecting against disease by supporting commensal growth.

They are small phospholipid membrane-enclosed entities that can carry microRNA (miRNA).
‘A miRNA is a small single-stranded non-coding RNA molecule (containing about 22
nucleotides) that functions in RNA silencing and post-transcriptional regulation of gene
expression.’ Metazoan MicroRNAs David P Bartel They can also contain, proteins, melanin, lipid, and
polysaccharides.

EVs associated with extracellular activity in the body can be broadly classed as membrane
vesicles which are found in great abundance in the water we drink and the air we breathe
and of course the earth we take our food from. Microbes are affected by environmental
factors through membrane vesicles. The microbes or cells are transformed accordingly. Viral
payloads make life and its function possible and microbes make up the gut function without

which we would not have immunity or receive nutrition. Viruses are vital to the early stages
of embryo development. The retrovirus (HERV-K) is thought to protect the embryo from
viral infections and is present throughout the cell to create the embryo. In this same class of
virus, the HER-K is associated with malignant tumors of the testes. ‘In humans two genes
originating from viruses …help form the placenta membrane that attaches to the uterus.’
How viruses shape our world by David Quammen 2/2020 National geographic.

There is vertical or genetic replication (Exodus 20:5) but also the horizontal influences by
environmental factors. The environments we are shaping in and around ourselves
determine the microbiome.

'Extracellular vessels important in cell-to-cell communication or EVs, depending on the
proteins and genetic material incorporated in them, play a significant role in viral infection,
both facilitating and suppressing it…EVs can bind to the plasma membranes of other cells,
enter them either through fusion or endocytosis, and trigger specific reactions from these
recipient cells. Finally, EVs carry genetic material, and this genetic material can change
functions of the recipient cell.' Extracellular vesicles and viruses: Are they close relatives? Esther Nolte-‘t
Hoen, Tom Cremer, Robert C. Gallo, and Leonid B. Margolis

We see that our foundation for the healing ministry is determined by germ theory and that
must be aligned with the Bible and SOP. Like the Sabbath, the health message has its own
special signature; that of the creator Himself. At the inception of the SDA organisation in
1863 we were given a unique message for a time such as this.
I saw that it was a sacred duty to attend to our health, and arouse others to their duty…. we
have a duty to speak, to come out against intemperance of every kind,--intemperance in

working, in eating, in drinking and in drugging--and then point them to God's great
medicine….. {3SM 280.2}

Let it not be said of us (Hosea 4:6) ‘My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge; because
thou hast rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee.’ Let us be mindful of King Asa who
went to the grave before his time because (2 Chronicles 16:12) in his disease he sought not

